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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Visiting military trade shows in France
By John McHale, Editorial Director
Every time I return from France, my American friends who have
never been ask me if the French were rude toward me. They
have a misconception that French citizens don’t like Americans.
After three trips to Paris and other French towns I’ve never
found this to be the case.
Whether it was wait staff at a restaurant, shoppers at apothecaries, or trade show personnel at the events I covered
there – two Paris Air Shows and most recently Eurosatory this
summer – all were polite and welcoming. Even the protesters
outside Eurosatory were friendly as they cautioned me against
being a warmonger with their pamphlets, t-shirts, and posters.
Their efforts were in vain, but they were nice about it.
I always try to speak the language and fail miserably, but the
French natives appreciate the effort just as we do when they try
their hand at English in our country.
However, inside Eurosatory some U.S. items were not as welcome as mild-mannered, American trade journalists. I speak
of those components and systems controlled under the
International Traffic Arms Regulations (ITAR). Many Eurosatory
exhibitors were doing whatever they could to let the world
know their systems and solutions were not tainted by U.S.
components. It seemed as if every other booth – be it French,
German, and even the British – advertised that they were
ITAR-free or U.S. component-free.
It’s not that the U.S. technology is substandard – quite the
opposite. The problem is that many international military
programs shy away from doing business with U.S. companies
because of the difficulties in dealing with U.S. export regulations. Even U.S. companies with products licensed for export
face fierce competition and a perception – fair or not – that
despite their export license, doing business with them is too
risky. That said if a U.S. company has its export paperwork in
order or has enough capital to have manufacturing overseas
they can still compete.
Many are competing quite well and could be found throughout
the American Pavilion and in the Embedded Computing
Pavilion. Yes, a defense show in Europe carved out exhibit space
for embedded computing. A strong sign that the software and
hardware systems and components we cover in this publication
are critical to current and future defense electronic systems.
Companies in this section included: Ecrin Systems, Techway,
Kontron, GE Intelligent Platforms, Argon Computing Corp.,
Lemco, among others. During my last day at Eurosatory
I took in the outdoor demonstrations. Small UAVs, weapons
systems, armored vehicles, guns, etc., were paraded out and
www.mil-embedded.com

demonstrated to a packed grandstand of third world military
brass, defense contractors, journalists, arms merchants, and
many other fans of things that go boom. They even simulated
a riot with protesters with clubs up against armored police
vehicles and well-armed first responders. At that point every
attendee became a journalist, capturing these rare moments
with their smartphones.
A notable demo was of the Talon gyro-stabilized weapon
mount from Paradigm SRP used on an Argo all terrain vehicle
(pictured). Paradigm was founded by retired Special Operations
personnel who wanted to stabilize weapons as efficiently as
infrared payloads are stabilized on helicopters.
Other highlights included trying out a ground vehicle demo
fueled by COTS software from Presagis at the D-BOX booth;
talking GPS jamming with Novatel; a helmet camera from
Rapid that is mounted via Velcro; and the Mercedes military
vehicle stand. Imagine taking the kids to the pool in an armored
Mercedes truck.
The boldest product description of the week came from Elmo
Motion Control owner and CEO Haim Monhait, who told me
his Gold Bee servo drive was not only a hot new product, but
the “eighth wonder of the world.”
Traffic was slow the first day due to a train strike, and according
to one exhibitor “student exams that kept people away.” Never
heard that one before. Despite the all-nighters being pulled
by the university crowd, attendance improved the second and
third days of the show.
While not as big as the Paris Air Show, Eurosatory was much
larger than a similar land warfare event held every year in
Washington – AUSA. It also had a better press room. AUSA’s
media relations team is quite friendly, but they can’t compete
with the Eurosatory facilities. Media had their own entrance, a
work area with large monitors and plenty of space, their own
mailroom, and a bar for press only. Can’t get more accommodating than that.
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Off-the-shelf maintenance
By Charlotte Adams
A GE Intelligent Platforms perspective on embedded military electronics trends
Military procurement has exploited commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware
and software for decades to cut costs
and improve performance. However, the
maintenance enterprise has progressed
at a slower pace. Like an aircraft carrier,
it has been difficult to redirect, but in
today’s dire budgetary environment the
need to do so is ever more pressing.
Many solutions have been tried, with
varying success. Yet, the challenge is
great, and the military is dealing with
aging airplanes, ships, and ground
vehicles worn down by higher-thanexpected operational tempos in more
than a decade of fighting. Perhaps it’s
time for an off-the-shelf solution.
The latest concept, Condition-Based
Maintenance (CBM) Plus, or CBM+, was
mandated by the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) about two years ago, and
to date no resounding success stories
have emerged. The idea of knowledgebased maintenance, where fixes are
applied only upon evidence of need,
is a sound one. It can reduce unscheduled maintenance and accelerate depot
maintenance. Still, CBM+ systems that
have been designed by the government
or its contractors are sometimes costly,
inflexible, and complex, adding size,
weight, and power (SWaP) requirements
to military platforms without improving
their tactical performance.
What to do?
Despite the conundrum, the answer to
the problem may be staring us in the
face – if the military can apply tools
currently being used in the commercial
market. For one thing, these techniques
promise to leverage the mountains of
data that military systems already generate without adding yet more on-board
sensors and hardware. Only a fraction
of this “big data” is used by military
maintainers today because its sheer
bulk exceeds the capacity of traditional
databases and processing systems. But
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algorithms exist in the commercial world
that can harness huge data sets and
extract actionable information from
them. Successful predictive analytic programs use existing asset data streams
and consume little bandwidth. They are
broadly applicable across the multiplicity
of original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) found in both military and commercial environments.
Second, today’s predictive analytics
tools would enable the military to exploit
the economies of remote processing via
cloud computing, using the Industrial
Internet – the “Internet of Things” (IoT).
Data can be collected and analyzed with
no additional maintenance manpower
and minimal intrusion on the daily operation of platforms.
Employing software-as-a-service or
traditional software licensing models,
the military could improve readiness and
reduce costs, realizing the potential of
CBM+ with minimal development time
and engineering costs.
Multiple companies are applying pre
dictive analytics solutions via cloud
computing to business problems today.
In the maintenance arena, industries
such as oil and gas, mining, and commercial air transport have lowered
operational costs while increasing asset
readiness (see Figure 1). Predictive analytics – spurred by cloud computing –
promises greater timeliness and more
precise alerts than CBM+. An example
is GE Intelligent Platforms’ Proficy
SmartSignal solution, which has established a powerful track record in industries that simply can’t afford idle assets.
Proactive maintenance
Although CBM+ is data-driven, its
alert thresholds often are based on
statistical averages. This methodology
reduces costs, compared to past practices, but is limited. It can’t know what
it doesn’t know. Because it anticipates

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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Figure 1 | The military can take
advantage of predictive analytics
technology to minimize downtime and
maintenance cost in the same way the
oil and gas industry does.

failures based on past experience, it is
less agile, less handy at spotting unexpected anomalies. Newer algorithms
build models of healthy behavior using
data points that fall outside of statistical alarm thresholds, so that they can
identify not only the “usual suspects,”
but unusual behavior that may be the
precursor of new problems. These techniques enable customers to be both
proactive and reactive in their maintenance approach.
Perhaps it’s time for the military to
employ maintenance early warning systems that are more granular – tailored to
specific airplanes, tanks, or submarines.
This makes sense, as each weapons
system has a different operational history that can’t be reduced to a statistical average. These models can be built
using existing hardware instrumentation
with very few “pings” per day. Data can
be processed in-house or remotely.
Analysts can monitor a larger number of
assets, flag potential problems, and alert
end users long before failures occur.
defense.ge-ip.com
www.mil-embedded.com
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From 6U to 3U: Expand into new markets by
leveraging existing hardware/software IP
By Jacob Sealander
An industry perspective from Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
For defense and aerospace prime contractors, recent changes in budgets
and mission strategy have helped to
make smaller platforms an increasingly
attractive opportunity for growing their
business, both domestically and in international markets where size, weight,
power and cost (SWaP-C) constraints are
major drivers. Many emerging smaller
platforms require similar application and
processing functionality to that found on
larger aircraft and ground vehicles, but
are constrained by available space and
smaller budgets. One main difference is
that these platforms’ smaller size often
results in reduced capabilities because
of fewer sensors or subsystems onboard.
These smaller platforms are showing up
in many areas, particularly in international markets.

In response to these emerging market
opportunities, system integrators have
attempted to interest customers in
existing 6U architecture-based system
solutions designed for larger platforms,
or have proposed designing new smaller
3U solutions from the ground up. A
better, more innovative approach is to
transition the larger system’s existing
software application from its original 6U
design into a smaller 3U architecture, by
reducing – or “de-featuring” the application, where appropriate, to better
match the target smaller platform and/
or the new market’s budget limitations.
In this approach, the existing 6U-based
application software, or Operational
Flight Program (OFP), is viewed as a
superset of functionality. Because the

smaller platform is more SWaP-C sensitive, transitioning a subset of the application’s functionality onto the new 3U
system satisfies the more intense SWaP-C
constraints while preserving the system
integrator’s investment in IP and software development (the prime contractor’s differentiating “secret sauce”). The
original 6U hardware can be easily transitioned into a smaller, more cost-effective
3U architecture as long as the processor
and memory architecture remain consistent. This enables the system integrator
to leverage valuable IP and software
that resides on the hardware platform,
regardless if it is 6U or 3U based.
What makes this approach so powerful
is the availability of 3U processing modules that provide true commonality with

SAFE TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
rom CES
f
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the earlier, more fully-featured 6U boards upon which today’s deployed systems are
typically based (taking into account the five-10 year lifecycle required to deploy large
military systems on large airborne and ground platforms). Many 6U products that were
developed 10 years ago are today only a couple of years into volume production.
However, 10 years ago a 3U approach wasn’t viable due to the density of I/O or processing capability then available. With advances in chip technology, it’s now possible
to fit 100 percent of the functionality of an older 6U card onto a 3U card because the
equivalent processing and memory devices require a lot less board real estate. The
trade-off in moving from 6U to 3U will most often be a reduction in the number of I/O
channels and interfaces, but not in the type of I/O. Also, today’s 3U boards typically
provide PMC/XMC mezzanine expansion to support unique I/O requirements.

COTS Power Supplies

“The original 6U hardware can be easily transitioned into
a smaller, more cost-effective 3U architecture as long as the processor
and memory architecture remain consistent. This enables the system
integrator to leverage valuable IP and software that resides on the
hardware platform, regardless if it is 6U or 3U based. “

High Power
High Density

The key to this approach is for system integrators to work with commercial off-theshelf (COTS) vendors to identify those features that can be removed to make the 3U
system best fit the new target platform. The original software and hardware feature set
can be selectively reduced, resulting in a new class of smaller, cost-effective product
offerings designed to hit the sweet spot for smaller SWaP-C sensitive platforms, such
as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and lightweight ground vehicles that can be well
addressed with 3U solutions.
Today, leading COTS board vendors offer 3U board equivalents to earlier 6U offerings. They feature the same processor, memory, memory bus, and components as
the 6U board. In many cases the BSP developed for the original system’s VME single
board computers (SBCs) will also run on its 3U VPX equivalent. This means that a
prime contractor can approach an adjacent market with a smaller, less costly (typically
25-50 percent less expensive) 3U equivalent of their existing large solutions, enabling
them to leverage their full software/hardware IP value. In fact, every 6U VME and VPX
SBC that Curtiss-Wright has developed has a 3U equivalent design.
An example can be seen in a comparison of the Freescale QorIQ P4080-based
6U VME-186 SBC to the 3U VPX3-131, where both boards feature the same P4080
processor. Each delivers the exact same core FPGA functions such as Boot PROM,
NOR Flash, VRAM, and health monitoring. Both boards provide the same amount of
memory and the same memory bus. The main difference between both boards is the
I/O complement. Instead of the two PMC/XMC sites on the 6U VME SBC, the 3U VPX
card provides a single PMC/XMC site. Instead of the three GbE ports on the VME
SBC, there are two ports on the 3U VPX equivalent, and instead of four RS-232 serial
channels, the 3U board provides two. While the 6U card offers I/O flexibility via the
use of IPM modules, the 3U card is limited to the I/O on the card or expansion via the
PMC/XMC mezzanine site.
These I/O limitations, instead of being detrimental, result in a much better fit for the
new class of smaller, less costly platforms. The “subset approach” provides system
integrators with a way to leverage the full potential of their existing application into
new market opportunities. The first step is to identify the 3U alternative to their
current 6U system using their COTS vendor’s range of MIL-qualified 3U SBC, DSP,
FPGA, and GPGPU modules.
Jacob Sealander
Chief Architect, Integrated Systems • Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
www.mil-embedded.com
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DEFENSE TECH WIRE
NEWS | TRENDS | DOD SPENDS | CONTRACTS | TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
By Amanda Harvey, Assistant Editor
NEWS

DoD, industry partners plan to lower the cost of
F-35s by 2019

Aegis Combat System successfully completes three
NIF-CA exercises

Department of Defense (DoD) officials announced an agreement to reduce the price of the F-35 Lightning II 5th generation fighter to the equivalent of the 4th generation fighters by
2019. Named “The Blueprint for Affordability,” the DoD and
BAE Systems, Lockheed Martin, and Northrop Grumman (the
F-35 industry partners), have signed an agreement to implement cost reduction initiatives to lower the production costs
of the F-35.

The U.S. Navy and Lockheed Martin have teamed up to test
the Baseline 9 Aegis Combat System. The exercises included
the longest-range engagement ever tested with a Standard
Missile-6 (SM-6). This is the first major series of tests for the
integrated air and missile defense (IAMD)-equipped USS
John Paul Jones (DDG-53), and highlights the system’s accuracy in identifying and destroying threats from beyond the
radar horizon. The first of three Naval Integrated Fire ControlCounter Air (NIFC-CA) exercises, AS-2A, involved a long-range
mission, which used data from a non-Aegis system to identify
targets. The second and third tests that followed, AS-2B and
AS-2C, were conducted in increasingly difficult conditions that
involved targets at varying altitudes and cross-sections.

The agreement is built upon the U.S. government’s Better Buying
Power 2.0 initiative, which encouraged defense contractors to
determine new ways to reduce the cost of their goods and services. All of the F-35 industry partners will provide their own
investments, totaling up to $170 million from 2014-2016.

Advanced Cockpit GCS for unmanned aircraft
demonstrated by GA-ASI at Farnborough Air Show
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) engineers demonstrated the company’s Advanced Cockpit Block
50 Ground Control Station (GCS) at the Farnborough Air Show
July 19-20. GA-ASI won a four-year contract from the Air Force
to design, develop, and test the Advanced Cockpit, which was
initially created using internal research and development (IRAD)
funds. Under the contract, the company will deliver seven
ground control stations, manuals, and training.
Figure 1 | In this photo, an F-35 Lightning II engages a Guided Bomb Unit-12
(GBU-12) Paveway II laser-guided weapon toward a fixed ground tank test target.
Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin photographer Paul Weatherman.

Key enhancements include the human-centered display technology, including improved synthetic video with 3D graphics
and moving maps, high definition video, and a 120-degree
horizon field of view on multiple wide-screen graphical overlays.

Patriot radar gets digital processor upgrades
from Raytheon
Raytheon won a $235.5 million contract to provide radar digital
processor (RDP) kits for upgrading the Patriot Air and Missile
Defense System for the U.S. and two partner nations. The U.S.
Army Aviation and Missile Command at Redstone Arsenal, Ala.,
awarded the contract, which looks to improve target detection
and identification, enhance surveillance, and support the PAC-3
MSE missile. The RDP upgrades will also see a 40 percent gain
in overall radar reliability due to increased mean time between
failure (MTBF). Under the latest contract Raytheon will be
decreasing the number of battery replaceable units from 759 to
56, which will substantially reduce spares and maintenance costs
over the life of the system.
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Figure 2 | The Advanced Cockpit Ground Control Station (GCS) is designed
for use with unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) and offers significantly improved
situational awareness and reduced pilot workload. Photo courtesy of GA-ASI.
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NEWS

New RadHard-by-Design products released by
Aeroflex at NSREC 2014

Sikorsky to develop Combat Rescue Helicopters
for U.S. Air Force

Aeroflex Microelectronic Solutions - HiRel engineers expanded
their RadHard-by-Design (RHD) Analog Function Series family
with four new products: Quad Op Amps, Quad Comparators,
Analog Multiplexers, and A to D/D to A converter. The devices
are specifically developed for spacecraft designers involved in
work on LEO, MEO, GEO, HEO, or Deep Space missions with
specific radiation requirements. The announcement was made
at the Nuclear Space Radiation Effects Conference (NSREC) in
Paris July 14-18.

The U.S. Air Force has awarded Sikorsky Aircraft with a
$1.28 billion Engineering & Manufacturing Development (EMD)
contract to develop new combat search and rescue (SAR) helicopters. Sikorsky will use the UH-60M Black Hawk as a model
for the rescue mission systems. Like the UH-60M helicopter, the
aircraft will feature T700-GE-701D engines, composite widechord main rotor blades, and fatigue- and corrosion-resistant
machined aero-structures to sustain maneuverability at highdensity altitudes.

“All RHD series components are designed for low power,
single power supply operation (3.3V to 5V) over the full military temperature range of -55 ºC to +125 ºC and are all available in industry standard hermetic ceramic SOIC packages,”
says Anthony Jordan, Vice President of Product Marketing
and Applications Engineering at Aeroflex Microelectronic
Solutions – HiRel.

As part of the contract, Sikorsky will deliver four Combat Rescue
Helicopters, as well as seven aircrew and maintainer training
systems. Initial training of U.S. Air Force aircrew and maintainers and five Combat Rescue Helicopters are also expected
to be delivered by 2020, once additional aircraft and training
options are exercised. This EMD contract is the first step in
the eventual production and fielding of as many as 112 aircraft,
with a potential value of approximately $7.9 billion.

Navy’s third MUOS satellite begins its final testing
preparation at Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin engineers finished environmental testing of
the U.S. Navy’s third Mobile User Objective System (MUOS)
satellite. Trials cleared included thermal vacuum, which validated performance in simulated space conditions. The satellite
is now in final checkout. The Navy plans to launch this MUOS
satellite the beginning of 2015. The MUOS satellite was
stressed by the Lockheed Martin test team at extreme hot
and cold temperatures in a vacuum at the company’s Dual
Entry Large Thermal Altitude chamber, simulating the environments the satellite will experience during its operational
life. The satellites have a wideband code division multiple
access (WCDMA) payload that uses commercial cell phone
technology.
Figure 3 | Aeroflex’s RadHard-by-Design (RHD) Analog Function Products are
designed for LEO, MEO, GEO, HEO, and Deep Space missions. Photo courtesy
of Aeroflex.

Boeing delivers 14th P-8A Poseidon to Navy
Boeing delivered the 14th P-8A Poseidon aircraft to the U.S. Navy,
where it becomes part of a squadron based at Naval Air
Station Jacksonville, Fla. Boeing officials say seven more of
the maritime patrol aircraft will be delivered later this year. The
P-8A, which is based on the Boeing Next-Generation 737-800
commercial airplane, provides the Navy with anti-submarine
warfare, anti-surface warfare, and intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. The Navy plans to have
the P-8A replace its P-3 Orion fleet. Boeing is currently under
contract for 53 P-8As. Boeing’s industry team includes CFM
International, Raytheon, Northrop Grumman, BAE Systems,
Spirit AeroSystems, and GE Aviation.

Figure 4 | The next MUOS satellite to launch (foreground) has completed
environmental testing. Its sister satellite, also pictured, will also launch in 2015.
Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin.
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Blimp-borne JLENS radar preparation completed
for Army contingent operations

Rockwell Collins, NASA to initiate tests to safely
integrate UASs into national airspace

Raytheon engineers completed preparation of a blimp-borne
radar system – Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense
Elevated Netted Sensor System (JLENS) – as a rapidly deployable strategic asset. JLENS was previously used for testing only.
JLENS floats at altitudes as high as 10,000 feet while suspended
from two 80-yard long, helium-filled, blimp-like aerostats which
are then tethered to ground stations via a rugged cable. The
system can defend population centers and infrastructures
against a variety of incoming threats, such as missiles, manned
aircraft, and unmanned aircraft.

Rockwell Collins has teamed up with NASA to perform risk
reduction tests with the end goal to enable unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) to safely operate in the national airspace. During
the two-part testing, the NASA-owned Lockheed S-3 Viking
and the University of Iowa Operator Performance Laboratory’s
Beechcraft Bonanza aircraft will be used as surrogates for UASs.

Army officials have procured two JLENS systems so far. In
addition to keeping one system in strategic reserve, a second
system is expected to participate in an operational evaluation
later this year. The JLENS testing program included tracking
and targeting airplanes and drones, and enabling cruise missile
target destruction.

The first part of the test will demonstrate the ability of
unmanned aircraft to hand off communications from one tower
to another. The second part of the test will demonstrate the
ability of a single tower to communicate to multiple aircraft.
The data link waveform being developed by Rockwell Collins
can support multiple channels from a single ground transmitter,
enabling multiple aircraft to be simultaneously served. The
project will develop a non-proprietary data link waveform that
is planned for release as a public resource.

Navy awards Northrop Grumman $3.6 billion
contract for 25 more E-2D Advanced Hawkeye
aircraft

Figure 5 | JLENS is a powerful airborne radar system that floats at
altitudes as high as 10,000 feet, suspended from two 80-yard long, helium-filled,
blimp-like aerostats which are tethered to ground stations via a rugged cable.
Photo courtesy of Raytheon.

Persistent Surveillance Center of Excellence
created by TCOM for lighter-than-air vehicle
payloads

Northrop Grumman won a $3.6 billion Navy contract to produce and deliver 25 new E-2D Advanced Hawkeye aircraft,
which would bring the total number of contracted aircraft to
50. The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye is a carrier-based airborne
early warning and control (AEW&C) system with upgraded ISR
capabilities and flight systems. The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye
has undergone a significant upgrade from earlier E-2 models
with a new, more powerful AN/APY-9 radar system – that is
exclusive to the E-2D Advanced Hawkeye – which enables the
warfighter to see a greater number of targets at much greater
distances. Other enhancements included new avionics and a
glass cockpit.
The Navy’s E-2D Advanced Hawkeye program of record is for
75 aircraft, of which Northrop Grumman has already deployed
13 production aircraft.

Officials at TCOM announced the creation of a Persistent
Surveillance Solutions Center of Excellence (CoE) at its
Manufacturing and Flight Testing Facility in Elizabeth City, N.C.
The new CoE will include integration testing of platforms, payloads, sensors, and PED technologies in partnership with manufacturers from around the globe to further the development
of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems.
TCOM has also partnered with radar and camera providers
and shelter/tower manufacturers and software developers to
enable demonstrations of multiple payloads such as EO/IR,
GMTI, WAS, SIGINT, and COMMS relay. The data from the sensors is routed to a ground control station to provide complete
situational awareness and sensor control. The ground control
station operators can also remotely transmit the sensor control
and data to other locations.
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Figure 6 | The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye is a carrier-based airborne early
warning and control (AEW&C) system with upgraded ISR capabilities and flight
systems. Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman.
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Bringing Ada onto the battlefield
By Pat Rogers, AdaCore

The growth in smartphones and tablets is radically changing
the face of military technology. As in civilian life, the power of
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) handheld devices is enabling
fast, frontline access to systems that previously required larger,
bulkier computers. For example, ruggedized phones and tablets now have the processing power to access mission-critical
command and control and communication systems, while
being portable enough to fit into a pocket. In these systems
the original operating system (OS) and consumer-oriented
applications are replaced by customized versions that include
domain-specific software using proprietary and/or confidential
algorithms.
However, as with every new technology introduced into the
military, handheld devices need to meet stringent security and
reliability requirements, and, in an era of straitened budgets,
have to re-use existing software and skills as much as possible.
Ada on the frontline
As a language originally sponsored by the Department of
Defense (DoD), Ada has always been heavily used within the military and aerospace domains. Designed for long-lived applications, its combination of safety, security, and reliability make it a
natural choice for mission-critical systems. However, in the past
Ada programming has tended to focus on large software systems, with thousands or millions of lines of code. In a changing
world, how can the benefits of Ada be brought to handheld
devices, without compromising safety, security, or reliability?
At AdaCore we recently had the chance to find out. We were
approached by the U.S. Army, which was looking to take
existing Ada applications that were run on larger systems and
deploy them on ruggedized Android tablets that could be
used on the battlefield. We provided our GNAT Pro 7.2 crossdevelopment environment for ARM Cortex processors running
Android as the tool to port the software.
Bringing Ada and Java together
Hosted on Windows and Linux, this GNAT Pro release is an Ada
toolsuite for developing and maintaining Android applications
using a mixture of Ada and Java. Developers can leverage the
benefits of the Ada language, while also taking advantage of
the Java libraries and services provided by the Android platform for implementing the user interface. Applications can also
be written solely in Ada, or in a combination of Ada and other
native languages.
www.mil-embedded.com

For this application, developers could therefore take advantage
of Ada and its safety-critical properties and high performance,
while using a graphical user interface (GUI) written in Java for
ease of use in the field. Portions of the existing Ada application
were ported to Android with minimal modifications.
GNAT Pro 7.2 includes a new version of GNATbench, the
AdaCore plug-in extending Eclipse into an Ada integrated
development environment (IDE). Along with general enhancements, this new version includes a dedicated plug-in providing end-to-end support for mixed Ada-Java development
on Android. Starting with a specific wizard that handles all the
project setup details, users need only specify the Ada packages
to be called from the Java application.
Building the project automatically invokes AJIS (the Ada-Java
Interfacing Suite) to generate all Java code required to call the
Ada code, compiles the Ada code into a shared library referenced from the Java side, and makes both available to the Java
project. Any changes to the set of Ada interface packages, or
to the Ada code in those packages, are automatically detected
and handled by the builder. To improve performance the tool
doesn’t regenerate Java code if it is already present. The
generated Java is high-level and thus avoids the error-prone
direct use of JNI. Furthermore, the Ada and Java code are fully
integrated within the IDE, allowing – for example – navigation
within the editors. Finally, debugging the Ada code is supported via the normal Eclipse/CDT debugger GUI.
The development of the handheld application is ongoing, but
the team is already seeing real benefits from this best-of-bothworlds approach. From a business case they can re-use existing
Ada applications and components, and development and
training costs are minimized, reducing the investment needed
while maximizing the results.
With the cost of handheld COTS hardware falling and its processing power increasing rapidly, the military world is looking at
how handheld devices can improve operations. As our experience shows, the combination of Ada for creating s afety-critical,
reliable code and Java for graphical functionality provides the
opportunity to extend existing systems to the frontline on
smaller, more portable devices – without conceding security
or usability.
AdaCore • 212-620-7300 • www.adacore.com
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Vetronics
designers focus
on reduced
SWaP-C and
enhanced C4ISR
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor
Government cutbacks may be
slowing vetronics upgrades, but the
defense industry is still focusing on
initiatives to reduce size, weight,
power, and cost (SWaP-C), as well
as investing in command, control,
communications, computers,
intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities.
A General Dynamics Canada employee demonstrates a number of different components and systems integrated onto
a ground vehicle and controlled by the battle management system. (Photo courtesy of General Dynamics Canada.)

In the defense industry, a wide range of
specialized ground platforms – such as
Abrams, Bowman, Bradley, and Stryker –
all rely on various vehicle electronics
systems, a.k.a. “vetronics,” to help drive
or manage a military vehicle and its mission. Traditionally, these systems have
not been interoperable, but current initiatives within vetronics circles are aimed
at increasing the interoperability of the
vehicles’ electronics – from command
and control to sensor processing payloads. The efforts are reducing SWaP-C
and bringing more C4ISR capability to
the platforms.
Operating a wide range of systems,
which are siloed and bolted on, leads to
vehicles undesirably overburdened with
electronics gear that often isn’t interoperable. This means warfighters are typically
dealing with several separate systems –
each with their own computers, screens,
and keyboards – and frequently looking
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at data on one screen and then turning
around and manually plugging it into
another system.
One big piece of software is typically
running all of the states and modes of
the vehicle, so it’s essential to get all of
the many different systems – which tend
to each be geared toward achieving separate specific tasks – to work seamlessly
together. Power management is also a
challenge as modern military vehicles
are incredibly complex and equipped
with a wide range of sophisticated systems that can require as much as 20 minutes to power up, so you can’t just turn
the key in the ignition and expect to
drive right off.
Several military vetronics programs
tasked with finding ways to make these
vehicles run in a more integrated and
efficient manner were under development, but most are currently “on hold”

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

because the market is in the midst of a
down cycle.
“Government research contracts are
essentially shut off right now,” says Doug
Patterson, vice president of sales and
marketing, Military & Aerospace Business
Sector for Aitech Defense Systems, Inc.
(Chatsworth, Calif.; www.rugged.com).
“So defense primes are spending their
own R&D [research and development]
money to stay on the leading edge.
Many small companies are providing
embedded systems qualified to military
standards, which, in turn, the large primes
can integrate and layer their expertise
on.” (See Figure 1.)
Open standards also enable commonality across platforms, both legacy
and new. “Commonality reduces the
training burden and greatly increases
operational flexibility,” says Andrew
Shepherd, product manager of Land and
www.mil-embedded.com
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Figure 1 | The C873 from Aitech, a rugged, embedded 3U OpenVPX single board computer
based on Intel’s 4th generation, quad-core Core i7 Haswell processor operating at 2.4 GHz,
is used in vetronics applications.

Joint Solutions for General Dynamics
Canada (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada;
www.gdcanada.com). “It mitigates obsolescence risks and ultimately reduces
through-life costs. Imagine a crew being
able to move from one platform to
another by interfacing to the vehicle systems information and C4ISR applications
through a common display.”
SWaP-C efforts
Despite the constrained Department
of Defense (DoD) budget environment
there are still ongoing vetronics efforts
targeting reclaiming SWaP-C in vehicles
and other space-constrained platforms.
Just how big of a deal is SWaP-C?
“It’s huge,” says David Jedynak, chief
technology officer for COTS Solutions
for Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
(Ashburn, Virginia; www.curtisswrightds.
com). “Many vehicles ‘stovepipe’ or ‘bolt
on’ systems for new capabilities – each
www.mil-embedded.com
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one bringing with it its own computing
device, screen, keyboard, and pointing
device, etc. – and you eventually run out
of room in the vehicle for soldiers and
what we refer to as ‘bullets and water,’”
he says.

compromised,” Shepherd says. “Networked smart displays enable any application to be
run from any position and allow crews to share 360-degree situational awareness. Imagine
the driver being able to see what the gunner sees through his sights or all crewmembers

To free up room in the vehicles, interoperability has become a necessity. To
achieve this goal, “rugged smart displays integrate more capability into a
smaller package and replace the need
for separate computer modules, video
distribution boxes, and video display
screens – while significantly reducing the
cabling necessary to integrate the disparate components,” Shepherd explains.
Interoperability also enables operational
redundancy. “Combat vehicles with
a central computer – hosting various
vehicle information and C4ISR systems
while driving a number of displays – have
a single point of failure. If the single
central computer fails, the operational
effectiveness of the platform is severely

›

Figure 2 | The Digital Beachhead from Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions combines an
Ethernet switch with a vehicle management computer to provide network services to ground
vehicles. It is housed in a small, lightweight rugged chassis, and provides 16 ports of trispeed 10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet.

Cutbacks fuel intense competition
The government cutbacks are being felt and dealt with in a variety of ways, but, perhaps more importantly, it’s fueling intense
competition.
“Pressures on defense spending, both domestically and internationally, have created an environment of intense competition within
our industry,” says Andrew Shepherd, product manager of Land and Joint Solutions for General Dynamics Canada (Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada; www.gdcanada.com). “To be successful, you need to do things better and more economically than the competition.”
The competition is fierce, concurs Doug Patterson, vice president of sales and marketing, Military & Aerospace Business Sector
for Aitech Defense Systems Inc. (Chatsworth, Calif.; www.rugged.com). “There are some really amazing advances going on in
vetronics, such as the futuristic-looking robotic mule ‘LS3’ Legged Quad resupply vehicle developed by Boston Scientific for DARPA,
but everyone is waiting for the sequestration noose to be loosened. DARPA funding is available, but it’s much more competitive,” he
adds. (See Sidebar Figure 1.)
While Aitech has production programs still in the works, during the past five years the company has worked to secure broader
programs so they aren’t focused entirely on the ground market. “We invested heavily into avionics,” Patterson says.
General Dynamics Canada engineers, on the other hand, are
opting to focus on creating military-off-the-shelf-based solutions
by taking advantage of open standards to create modular, expandable, and flexible solutions within a single box. “These boxes are
capable of hosting Battle Management Applications and Vehicle
Health Management Systems, Networking over GigE, and are part
of the Fault-Tolerant Mission Critical System designs,” Shepherd
says. “By integrating multiple solutions into one box, working out
the thermal management details, and packaging for long-term service, we’re able to provide more capability with less complexity.”
General Dynamics Canada is also expanding its reach through the
EDGE Innovation Network – a collaborative environment where
large and small businesses work cooperatively with academia
Sidebar Figure 1 | The LS3 Legged Quad resupply vehicle
institutions to address capability gaps identified by the defense,
developed by Boston Scientific for DARPA is also known as a
security, and public safety organizations.
robotic mule. (Photo courtesy of DARPA.)

›
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being able to see a live UAV [unmanned
aerial vehicle] video feed.”
VICTORY initiative
A key venture driving interoperability
in vetronics is the Vehicular Integration
for C4ISR/EW (VICTORY) initiative. It is
intended to resolve problems created
by the “bolt-on” approach to fielding
equipment on U.S. Army vehicles. It is
also a way to get vehicles’ many systems
“communicating” with each other.
VICTORY’s technical approach involves
a data bus-centric design, sharable
hardware components, open standard
physical and logical interfaces between
the system and C4ISR/EW [electronic
warfare] components, a set of shared
data bus services, and shared hardware
and software information assurance
components to build security designs
that protect and control access to information. (For more on VICTORY see
article on page 22.)

Most people in the defense industry
would be surprised if they really dug
into VICTORY and discovered that it’s
intended to leverage plug-and-play and
the capabilities that are proven out in
software and network abstraction of services and service-oriented architectures
that are common in the information technology market, according to Jedynak.
“It’s really a combination of ‘bullets and
water’ tools that we see in the IT industry,
but within a defense concept. It isn’t piein-the-sky R&D stuff; it’s built on a very
strong foundation,” he notes.

Upgrade activity
Major vehicle platforms such as Abrams,
Bowman, Bradley, and Stryker are undergoing various upgrades focused on
enhancing C4ISR and improving performance through reduced SWaP-C
and VICTORY-related requirements for
product and technology integration.
“They’re leveraging VICTORY in their
engineering updates to claw back some
of the SWaP capabilities that have been
consumed by having so many separate
systems,” points out Jedynak.

The first step of VICTORY involves laying
down an Ethernet switch before you can
start plugging systems into it. “Right
now, people are working on this initial
requirement for their vehicles,” Jedynak
explains. “And systems that typically
came from isolated ‘stovepiped’ organizations are starting to move toward
producing VICTORY-compliant systems
that can talk to the VICTORY system, as
opposed to proprietary systems.”
Once the Ethernet switch is in place it
can be used as a connection between
a remote weapons system, battle command system, and turret protection
system – among others – to put all of
their information on one data box to be
shared, he continues. (See Figure 2.)
“Once everything is on the VICTORY
data bus, if a shot rings out, the data
pops up in the battle command and the
remote weapons station turns around
and is ready to fire at a target as soon
as someone pulls the trigger,” Jedynak
says. “It all happens automatically; there
are no data entry errors and it’s a much
faster response. We probably won’t see
the in-the-field benefit of VICTORY until
the latter part of this decade, but once it
gets there it’ll be a big deal.”
www.mil-embedded.com
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General Dynamics Canada’s product roadmap is focused on evolving its vetronics
design for these major vehicle platforms. “We’re also seeing opportunities by way of
international programs focused on adopting new architectures; for example, adapting
the VICTORY architecture for Canadian programs and Generic Vehicle Architecture
for the UK,” Shepherd says.
C4ISR requirements
Although the military’s requirements within the realm of vetronics tend to be classified, upgrades commonly revolve around C4ISR. “We’re seeing investments down the
path of C4ISR,” Patterson acknowledges.
For its part, General Dynamics Canada is receiving requests for security baked into the
C4ISR solution instead of bolted on afterward. Combat and tactical vehicles frequently

›

Figure 3 | The 10.4-inch SD7310
smart display from General Dynamics
Canada is used in vetronics applications.

have both classified and unclassified
C4ISR systems onboard, which requires
two different sets of hardware – reducing
operational flexibility and efficiency.
“Warfighters are searching for solutions
to automate the transfer of information
between different security levels and to
consolidate multiple levels of security
onto a single display,” Shepherd explains.
“Our smart displays are designed to host
multi-independent levels of security,
which will significantly increase the operation flexibility and effectiveness of the
warfighter while eliminating line replacement units and provide savings in size,
weight, and power.”
Embedding more C4ISR capability onto
platforms increases demand for highly
integrated solutions that can address
multiple requirements. “For example,
on the Stryker armored fighting vehicle,
General Dynamics Canada provides
the video display electronics terminal
[VDET], which is a smart display that
replaces three line-replaceable units
[LRUs] and reduces SWaP considerably, while also saving the government
money,” Shepherd adds. “VDET includes
a graphics processing capability to support embedded training and mission
rehearsal while also providing significant
size, weight, and power savings.” (See
Figure 3.)
Other military vetronics requirements
involve simplified system management,
bandwidth and processing extensions,
scalability of applications, and extending
data over multiple platforms. MES
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Vetronics:
Three key
challenges
By Simon Collins
The concept of the VICTORY
intra-vehicle networking architecture
is well understood, and will deliver
real benefits. However, that’s not
to say that the implementation of
the architecture does not represent
some tough challenges.
The United Kingdom’s Scout SV reconnaissance vehicle has an open electronics architecture.
Photo courtesy of General Dynamics UK.

The Scout SV is the reconnaissance
variant of the Specialist Vehicle armored
fighting vehicle (AFV) developed by
General Dynamics UK for the British
Army. It was developed as part of the
Future Rapid Effects System’s (FRES)
SV program of the UK and is, in many
ways, highly representative of the
latest trends in vehicle computing
architectures.

naissance/Electronic Warfare] Inter
operability) program, which seeks to
allow platforms to accept future technologies without the need for significant
redesign. The Scout SV and VICTORY
programs also place substantial emphasis on the need to make the best
possible use of size, weight, and power
(SWaP) and share a desire to maximize
the availability of actionable data.

Most notably, the vehicle’s electronics
architecture is open – designed for flexibility and the ability to create multiple
vehicles of different types using the
same architecture; it was also designed
for ease of upgrade as needs change
throughout its projected lifetime. From
that point of view, it mirrors the goals
of the U.S. Army’s VICTORY (Vehicular
Integration for C4ISR/EW [Command,
Control, Communication, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Recon-

The direction of vetronics in the future
is set: At its heart is a high-speed network. Attached to that network at one
end are sensors, while at the other end
is the necessary hardware to deliver the
means for timely, meaningful action to
the vehicle crew. Between the two ends
lie a variety of processing modules, data
servers, and video servers that act on, or
store, the sensor-derived data and make
it available in comprehensible, usable
form in close to real-time.
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Three key challenges
The architectural concept is simplicity
itself; the devil, inevitably, is in the detail.
Such an approach presents three key
challenges.
On-vehicle network capacity
The first of these is in the sheer volume
of sensor-derived data to be transmitted
and processed. As the character of Joe
(played by Clint Eastwood) famously
pointed out in the movie “For A Few
Dollars More” – “A man’s life in these
parts can depend on the merest scrap
of information.” He might have been
talking about the military’s requirement
for superior situational awareness. It’s
that quest for greater detail in video
that is driving the military from the longfavored VGA (640 x 480 pixels) resolution towards the enhancement of HD.
That’s the difference between 300,000
pixels to be transmitted – and almost
www.mil-embedded.com
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seven times as many. Codecs such as
HEVC/H.265 may have a role to play in
reducing the traffic burden, but there
is a concomitant processing overhead
that may be unacceptable as the stream
is encoded and decoded. It’s not just
about quantity of pixels, of course, but
also about the rapid proliferation in both
the number and types of sensors. Video
may be the most demanding, but video
data is also competing with audio data,
radar/sonar data, and radio frequency
(RF) data.
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The challenge, of course, is to combine
all that sensor-derived data in order to
identify events of interest: audio and
video combined, for example, can represent far more powerful information than
either one taken on its own.
Today’s network architecture typically comprises a 10-Gigabit Ethernet
www.mil-embedded.com
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backbone, with 1-Gigabit links to the
attached devices. That bandwidth is at
its limits today, and is likely to be pushed
beyond them in the not-too-distant
future.
As an interesting aside: it is possible to
propose that, in fact, VICTORY/Scout
SV are the military implementation of
the buzz phrase on everyone’s lips: the
Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT envisions
an Internet driven, not by people as it is
today, but by machines communicating

VETRONICS

with each other. Driving the IoT – or perhaps, an inevitable outflow from it – is
Big Data: a profusion of data derived from
hugely disparate sources. The challenge,
for both commerce and the military, is to
derive meaningful information from that
plethora of accumulated data. It could
be said that we are entering the era of
the “Battlefield of Things.”
Network security
If on-vehicle network capacity is one
challenge, a second is the security of

›

Figure 1 | GE’s RTR8GE rugged router
features the Junos operating system
from Juniper Networks.

that network – both logical and physical.
Physically, it needs to provide redundancy: Total network failure, given the
complete dependency of the vehicle,
is unthinkable. Neither should failure of
any part of the network be catastrophic:
Alternative routes between nodes need
to be defined and implemented by intelligent switches.

“

Reduce, Save, Improve.
Elma’s Rugged Platforms
Do All That - And More.

“

No one in embedded computing offers as many products
and services as Elma. Our packaging, thermal and I/O
interface expertise, plus years of expert embedded subsystem designs gives our customers a serious advantage.
We are an extension of your team -- we fill in where you
need us most, and we’re there every step of the way.
Find out why Elma is truly
Your Solution Partner.
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Logical security implies that the data
carried by the network should be
secure from interception, tampering,
and the like. Increasingly, the military
is focusing on what are described as
“red” and “black” networks – referring
to plain text as opposed to encrypted
information – each with differing security needs. Increasingly, the military is
turning to commercial technologies –
not just to provide network security,
but also to provide the sophisticated
network management deployed by
financial institutions and other highsecurity applications.
In the same ways as commercial high
performance computing (HPC) technologies – such as InfiniBand and Intel processors – are finding rapid acceptance
in high performance embedded computing (HPEC) in military environments,
so too the military is turning to network
security from companies like networksecurity provider Juniper Networks with
its Junos operating environment (see
Figure 1). The firewall, intrusion prevention and detection, and extensive
Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities of
Junos enable secure IPv4/IPv6 connectivity for military vehicles, aircraft, and
forward operating bases supporting netcentric operations.
www.mil-embedded.com

Rugged Gigabit
Ethernet Switches

›

Epsilon 14-Port
Switch with SFP

Figure 2 | NVIDIA’s Tegra K1 features 192 cores, making it ideal for compute-intensive
applications in SWaP-constrained environments.

SWaP
The third challenge is perhaps the most
significant: SWaP is a comparatively
recent term, and reflects the growing
military need for solutions that are small
in size and weight, and low in power consumption and heat dissipation. Typically,
the need for optimum SWaP is associated with the proliferation of smaller
platforms such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or wearable systems.
It is, however, no less of a requirement in
sizeable land vehicles, such as the Scout
SV, despite these vehicles’ apparently
generous provision of space and power
and their perceived relative immunity to
weight addition. The fact is that, in every
platform, size, weight, and power are at
a premium – and whatever the platform,
cooling is a challenge.
What was perhaps most exciting about
NVIDIA’s announcement of the Tegra
K1 processor (see Figure 2) at the GPU
Technology Conference in March was
how precisely the company addressed
the requirement to deliver maximum
computing capability in the smallest size
while consuming the least power and
thus dissipating the least heat. Generalpurpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) has fast become a
mainstay of HPEC because the inherent
parallelism of graphics processors lends
itself readily to the innate nature of
many ISR problems. The 192 cores of
the Tegra, for example, makes the Intel
Core i7’s four cores look positively puny
www.mil-embedded.com

(although it goes without saying that the
Core i7 is significantly better suited to
many tasks than any GPU).
The real game changer, though, is the
tiny space that those 192 cores occupy –
and the fact that the Tegra K1 consumes
as little as 5 or 10 W of power. Compare
that with the 2,000 W consumed by the
most capable GPGPU-based HPEC subsystems. Once Tegra K1-based products
reach the rugged market, it is possible
to imagine tiny supercomputers located
in every available nook and cranny of
just about any land vehicle. A step like
this could transform what vetronics is all
about.
NVIDIA has also made the Tegra K1
Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA)-capable, and thus able to run
the same code as that developed for
significantly more powerful (and larger)
CUDA-based systems. The opportunity
to design an application only once, but
be able to run it on a massively broad
range of target platforms, is one that
few developers would shy away from.
New cooling technologies needed
For more traditional embedded computing platforms, however, cooling remains a continuing challenge. It is widely
recognized, for example, that fans
are far from favored by the military –
especially in ground vehicles, with their
extended loiter times – because of their
noise, and also because their mechanical
nature means that they are inherently

Epsilon
8-Port Switch
Epsilon 8, 12 or 14-Port
Switch System
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prone to failure and thus require access
for maintenance. Less well-recognized
is the EMC profile that fans represent,
because of the requirement to provide
ingress and egress for air, making discovery easier.
What is needed are radically new and
innovative cooling technologies. GE
has been working with DARPA on the
development of such technologies –
including the Nano Thermal Interface,
the Thermal Management Technology
Bridge, Thermal Ground Plane, and
Dual Cool Jets (see Figure 3). All show
promise in mitigating, or even eliminating, constraints in computing performance resulting from cooling limitations
and making it possible to deploy more
powerful processors and subsystems
in environments that were previously
unthinkable.

›

Figure 3 | Dual Cool Jets is one of several innovative cooling technologies that GE has
developed in conjunction with DARPA.

weight, and there is 100 percent growth capacity in subsystem electrical power and
data throughput.
Upgrades to existing vehicles provide a significantly tougher challenge. Nevertheless,
the technologies that are beginning to appear may make even these platforms easier
to upgrade in the not-too-distant future. MES

The Scout SV AFV represents essentially
the proverbial blank sheet of paper in
design terms – and, as noted at the outset,
is an excellent exemplar of the type
of vehicle electronics architecture that
VICTORY envisages. Interchangeability
of subsystems is designed into the platform. According to General Dynamics,
the hull and power train growth are
designed for a 25 percent increase in
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University College of Wales and his MSc in advanced manufacturing
systems and technology at the University of Liverpool, he joined
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rugged video, graphics, and GPGPU products.
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Driving
commonality in
test and
measurement
systems
By John McHale, Editorial Director
Defense electronics integrators
faced with reduced funding want test
and measurement systems that can
be used across multiple platforms
instead of having one test set for every
weapon, radio, etc. This push toward
commonality and standardization is
driven by today’s budget-constrained
environment in the Department of
Defense (DoD).
Using the MTS-3060 SmartCan, a maintainer performs a preload test on the MIL-STD-1760 bus interface.
Preload testing verifies the 1760 bus is fully functional and that no hazardous voltages are present prior to loading smart
weapons such as JDAM. (Photo courtesy of Marvin Test Solutions.)

Sustained budget cuts in defense typically mean a push toward commonality.
Military program managers want technology that they can use across multiple
weapons, aircraft, and radios – old and
new. This is especially true for test and
measurement equipment. Having a separate test set for every radio or avionics
platform brings excessive procurement
costs, creates more downtime, and
increases training time and expense.

initially planned and is adding more smart munitions to the older platforms,” says
Steve Sargeant, President and CEO of Marvin Test Solutions (MTS) in Irvine, Calif.
“This also means they have to procure better and more capable test equipment to
extend the life of modernized weapons and avionics.”

As aging platforms – be they air, land,
or sea based – are forced to operate
long beyond their operational life, maintainers will need test equipment that
can work with legacy systems as well as
new technology to keep costs down and
enable more efficient training.

“The current budget environment has directly affected the test and measurement
market by limiting the ability of the military to modernize their test equipment inventory,” says Lou Salzano, Vice President, SIM, Training, and Test Solutions for Astronics
Test Systems Inc. in San Diego. “System aging is increasing maintenance costs and
total cost of ownership. We have found that when the government experiences a
reduction in the military budget, they have a tendency to maintain their current capabilities and expand their focus on prime mission requirements. Since recent military
budgets and funding for new starts is limited, maintaining capability through technology insertion is more likely to keep legacy systems current rather than complete
replacement of aging equipment.”

“The DoD is seeing that they have to
extend the life of more aircraft than
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The GSA data and procurement record for RDT&E (research development test
and evaluation) and O&M (operations and maintenance) is down year after year –
10 percent per year since FY 2012, says Darren McCarthy, Marketing Manager for
Rohde & Schwarz in Beaverton, Ore. “People have less money to spend on equipment and customers are selective with the dollars they spend, focusing on fulfilling
immediate needs.”
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harder, more time consuming, and more expensive from a training and procurement
perspective.”
“Companies who design their test systems for dual use navigate these conditions
best,” McCarthy says. “You don’t want to design test systems just for military radios.
Fortunately commercial use drives this market. Take envelope tracking for example. It
is driven by the cell phone (and consumer) industry, not military radios. In other words
it’s a matter of billions of cell phone units vs. maybe the tens of thousands of radios.
Test and measurement companies must follow the volume markets, but this also benefits the military user who takes advantage of innovation from the commercial sector.
“Dual use enables tech insertion advantages as well,” he continues. “We can emulate
the older (legacy) systems, bring new tech insertion in and still support the old system
through software. That helps ease transition and support sustainment. While new
technology is important you still have to be able to test the older equipment.”
“Military customers are pushing to reduce the inventory of test equipment and to
replace aging equipment,” Salzano says. “The use of synthetic instrumentation fulfills
this need, providing a multi-platform, multi-technology solution. Our customers are
also becoming more interested in modular synthetic instrumentation solutions with
a focus on the PXI/PXIe platform as the norm going forward in either replacement or
next-generation radio test systems for functional testing.
“Ease of use (reduced training) and automated testing of radios both in the depot,
and in the field using over-the-air techniques, are high on the list of requirements,”
he continues. The ability to reduce no fault found [NFF], cannot duplicate [CND], or
retest ok [RTOK] represents a cost savings and an expedited return to service instead
of returning usable radios back to the OEMs. Doing more with less and reducing the
overall life cycle cost including training, spares, and support is a common desire.”
One test system for all
Having a test system dedicated to every radio or weapon can be counter-productive
and costly to procure. Hence the demand for flexible test sets that work across different
applications by using universal interconnects and software defined instrumentation.
“You need to balance common sense
with funds available and competition
for those funds,” Sargeant says. “The
sequestration challenge will be if test
equipment can rise up far enough on
the selection list so it exceeds weapons
or avionics upgrades. The military can
buy all the modern stuff they want, but
without the proper test equipment it’s
difficult to maintain mission readiness.
The same goes for older weapon systems and aircraft. To keep them viable
in a combat environment and keep mission capability very high you have to
have at least a modicum of modern test
equipment. Test systems in this environment will need to be able to work
across multiple platforms that a country
or service owns – new and legacy platforms. Maintainers have a hard job to
do and having a different test system for
every weapon or aircraft only makes it
www.mil-embedded.com

“Having so many radios makes it difficult to define test boundaries,” McCarthy says.
“If you have 100 different radios you can’t afford to have 100 different test profiles.
That would not be cost effective. The best solution is to represent test conditions that
you can best infer performance from, picking out specific test that give representative
performance to other waveforms.
“The test challenge here refers to software filter and timing errors,” he continues.
“We have software-defined instruments that can define what the test boundaries are,
which helps reduce uncertainty. For receiver testing it takes a disproportional amount
of time, therefore radio designers depend a lot more on time receiver performance.
This makes it important to define the commercial interface to test their commercial
waveforms. We provide analog to digital interfaces to our instruments so we can
design the radio directly to an instrument.”
“Our customers are leaning towards replacing their classical instrument-driven ‘rack
and stack’ test environments with modular synthetic instrument solutions that include
common hardware building blocks,” Salzano says. “This approach reduces the footprint and cost of ownership (calibration/repair) and with our equipment, increases
the testing throughput of radios and equipment with the automated test programs
that we supply. The flexibility of our modular synthetic instrumentation allows our test
systems to be utilized throughout the depot to test not only military communications
equipment but other electronics systems and subsystems.
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“The Astronics Test Systems (ATS) Freedom 2 family of testers includes a bench
top – ATS3000A – and a portable version – the ATS3000P – of our radio test
systems,” Salzano says. Both systems
are based on synthetic instrumentation
and currently include 23 instruments.
Each system includes automatic testing
support for most tactical radios used
by the military and can also be used
for electronic maintenance testing,
he adds.
Commonality in testing smart
weapons
Enabling commonality in the testing of
smart munitions is also accomplished
through software. Many older aircraft
are getting new smart weapons that will
not work with legacy test sets. However,
the new test sets still need to work with
older munitions. This flexibility can be
achieved through software.
“We achieve commonality at MTS with
our test systems because we can tailor
our solutions to different aircraft via software,” Sargeant says. “The software is
tailored to a different operational flight
profile or operating system. The steps
the maintainers have to follow are very
transparent and easy to implement.

TEST AND MEASUREMENT TRENDS

They can move from one airplane to
the next using the same equipment. For
hardware, universal adapters or connectors are used to work with existing
cables if they are still serviceable. Using
existing cables helps keep costs down
when upgrading test equipment.
“For example, if our MTS-3060
SmartCan test set is used on A-10 aircraft today and maintainers that move
from that aircraft to any other using the
SmartCan – be it an F-16 or a fifth generation fighter such as the F-35 – they
will not have to retrain,” he continues.
Testing smart weapons
“In the early days flying an A-10 or
F-16, the most sophisticated weapons
we had were the Maverick missile and
some laser-guided bombs,” Sargeant
says. “The test equipment for these
weapons becomes obsolete. Moreover,
the sophistication of the weapons has
increased significantly and many are
smart weapons. However, today there
is more test equipment available to
raise confidence with smart weapons.
Knowing the aircraft is thoroughly
checked beyond stray voltage and continuity provides confidence to the pilot
and crew that when they are faced with

a sortie they won’t have to worry about
interfaces not working properly.”
Today you need something that ensures
higher mission readiness and lowers the
cost of flightline equipment, he continues. “We do that with the MTS-3060
SmartCan, which is a universal O-level
aircraft armament test set for legacy aircraft, employing smart weapons such as
the Joint Direct Attack Munition [JDAM].
It is capable of testing not only the continuity, but also the functionality of the
MIL-STD-1760 interface.
The hand-held device can standardize
and consolidate armament test equipment across 4th and 5th generation
aircraft, including F-5, Hawk, TA/ FA-50,
A-10, F-15, F-16, and F-18.” SmartCan
also has pre- and post-flight audio and
video channels for troubleshooting
legacy systems such as AIM-9 and
AGM-65, he adds.
“MTS engineers recently added
test capabilities for the AIM-120 to
SmartCan, enabling maintainers to test
the full functionality of the AIM-120
interface by emulating the missile,”
Sargeant says. MES

Envelope tracking
“Envelope tracking, a new technique for improving efficiency
and reducing SWaP, is also impacting test and measurement
designs,” McCarthy says. “It has shown a dramatic efficiency
improvement with radio communications, by essentially
enabling the power to be turned on and off with the waveform
of the product. It turns on and off with the modulation of the
radio – it’s only on when the radio is on. Envelope tracking is
really aimed the most at unmanned aerial vehicle [UAV] applications that wish to use Link 16 (data link) as the downlink, but
have rigid SWaP requirements – it has to be the fifth of size of a
typical manned aircraft radio.” (See Sidebar 1 Figure 1.)
The technique requires a physical test to synchronize multiple
signal sources, measuring the timing error between synch
sources so we can evaluate different waveforms and radios,
he continues. Setups to test power amplifiers typically consist of a signal generator and a spectrum analyzer, McCarthy
says. “Envelope tracking requires an additional generator
to provide the envelope signal for the DC supply modulator.
Rohde & Schwarz offers a compact solution for characterizing
power amplifiers with envelope tracking using the SMW vector
signal generator and the FSW signal and spectrum analyzer,
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Sidebar 1 Figure 1 | Rohde & Schwarz offers a compact
solution for characterizing power amplifiers with envelope
tracking using the SMW vector signal generator and the FSW
signal and spectrum analyzer.

effectively replacing complex test setups. Equipped with the
SMW-K540 envelope tracking option, the SMW generates both
the RF signal and the corresponding envelope signal.”
www.mil-embedded.com

Testing PCIe storage systems
The military is showing interest in the emerging PCI Express
(PCIe) solid-state drive (SSD) market and we expect a lot of
growth in this area.
“PCIe storage users want interoperable connectivity in their
storage equipment,” says John Wiedemeier, Senior Product
Marketing Manager, Teledyne LeCroy Protocol Solutions Group
in Santa Clara, Calif. “Therefore, a large percentage of SSDs
are going toward the new SFF-8639 connector, which works
with legacy and PCIe-based SSDs. One connector fits many of
the mainstream storage technologies. To meet the demands of
development and test they are looking for test equipment that
is easy to setup and use. Storage backplanes are moving to this
new connector, whether they are SAS, SATA, or the new PCIe
SSD. They are all migrating toward this device. The SFF-8639
Interposer Protocol Analysis solution makes it simple to pop
right into backplanes and test.”
For this segment of the market Teledyne LeCroy offers the
Summit T24 protocol analyzer, Wiedemeier says. “Many small
military companies require a lower cost analysis platform with
the software capability of higher-end devices. We are able to
offer this one at around $5,000, which is much more cost effective than some higher-end devices that go for many times that.
The Summit T24 is PCIe 2.0 compatible with a 5 GTps transfer
rate. Some developers will soon be moving to PCIe 3.0 in VPX
solutions and will have transfer rates as fast as 8 GTps. We

›

Sidebar 2 Figure 1 | The Summit T24 protocol analyzer
from Teledyne LeCroy is is PCIe 2.0 compatible with a 5 GTps
transfer rate.

have analyzers with higher speeds and bandwidth, but this has
been the sweet spot for our military customers. (See Sidebar 2
Figure 1.)
“We apply the same software features from our higher-end
analysis tools to the Summit T24,” he continues. “Having the
right analysis software on the analyzer is crucial with PCIe
storage because it requires more complicated testing needs
than previous protocol technologies. Teledyne LeCroy, in
addition to offering storage focused probing solutions, also
maintains compatibility with the previous military form factor
interposer solutions for the Summit T24.”
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Rising data
rates, hardware
upgrades drive
military test
requirements
By David Maliniak
Higher data rates in military
embedded systems can be both
a boon and a burden: difficult to
achieve and even more difficult to
diagnose and debug. However, the
capabilities of modern test equipment
and associated software make it
easier to deal with signal-integrity
issues, difficult-to-probe hardware,
and complex serial-data analysis.
A C-130 takes off from the flightline at Hurlburt Field, Fla., (U.S. Air Force Photo/Airman 1st Class Hayden K. Hyatt)

In every original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) market, design requirements for
embedded systems call for lower materials costs, faster design and debugging
cycles, and quick upgradeability to current technology where possible. Military
development programs for platforms
such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
are no exception to this trend, and have
been among the widest adopters of
open commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
architectures in an effort to drive down
costs and design-cycle times.
However, today’s COTS platforms are
delivering much higher data rates.
Additionally, wireless streaming of highdefinition data calls for high-speed processing, as do all types of next-generation
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military electronics for radar, electronic
warfare, and communications.
Signal-integrity analysis
The increasing data rates provided by
the latest generation of open COTS
architectures translate into complex
signal-integrity issues from the chip
level all the way to the system level. In
general, military embedded systems
are seeing hardware upgrades in the
form of faster system processors and
backplanes. Taking their cues from
network infrastructure suppliers such
as Cisco Systems and Juniper, key military contractors such as BAE Systems,
Lockheed Martin, and Raytheon have
adopted next-generation chipsets with
data rates exceeding 10 Gbps.

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

One methodology for sorting out signalintegrity issues is to employ network
analysis. Besides being very costly, traditional vector network analyzers (VNAs)
are also notoriously difficult to use. A
newer generation of signal-integrity network analyzers sidesteps these issues by
connecting directly to the device under
test and to PC-based software through a
single USB connection.
These instruments, one example being
Teledyne LeCroy’s SPARQ signalintegrity network analyzers, quickly
measure multiport S-parameters (see
Figure 1). Instruments such as the
SPARQ analyzers quickly characterize
multiport devices for development of
measurement-based simulation models,
www.mil-embedded.com

“

The increasing data rates provided by the latest

generation of open COTS architectures translate into
complex signal-integrity issues from the chip level
all the way to the system level.

”

allows an accurate description of the properties of incredibly complicated networks
as simple “black boxes.” The S-matrix for an N-port network contains N2 coefficients
(S-parameters), each one representing a possible input-output path. By “multiport
network,” we could be referring to, for example, a cable or a microstrip line. How
would that interface affect a 5-Gbps USB 3.0 signal?
S-parameters are a “frequency-domain” description of the electrical behavior of a network. They are complex numbers expressed in terms of both magnitude and phase;
this occurs because both the magnitude and phase of the input signal are changed by
the network’s losses, reflections, and propagation time.
A time-domain perspective on the performance of a multiport network requires timedomain reflectometry (TDR). Here, one sends a fast rising step edge into the device

design validation, compliance test, highperformance time-domain reflectometry,
and PC board test.
What are S-parameters and why are they
important in signal-integrity analysis?
When we apply a signal to a network’s
input, some fraction of that signal propagates through the network, while some
amount reflects – or scatters – back
through the port it entered. How much
of our signal was reflected, and what
caused the reflection?
The answer lies in the application of a
mathematical construct called a scattering matrix (or S-matrix), which quantifies how energy propagates through a
multiport network. The S-matrix is what
www.mil-embedded.com
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Figure 1 | The SPARQ-4012E signal-integrity network analyzer quickly measures multiport
S-parameters.
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under test (DUT) and the reflected signal
is measured. In addition, we can look at
the signal that is transmitted through the
DUT; this signal is the time-domain transmitted signal (TDT). The SPARQ instruments are able to perform both types
of measurements. TDR measurements
are more sensitive to the instantaneous
impedance profile of the interconnect,
while frequency-domain measurements
are more sensitive to the total input
impedance looking into the DUT.
A major difference between a signalintegrity network analyzer such as the
SPARQ and traditional VNAs is in the
calibration process. VNA calibration is
a complex task involving multiple connections that can produce misleading
results due to operator error. Calibration
standards are built into the SPARQ analyzers, eliminating the need for costly
external calibration modules. Calibration
is accomplished quickly and without user
intervention.
Virtual probing
Often, OEMs build PC boards intended
for military applications a little differently
than those for commercial applications.
Military-grade products must withstand
larger temperature swings and severe
vibration levels. The construction techniques used on such boards certainly
improve reliability, but in some cases,
the result restricts access to desired
probing points.
What can test engineers do when they
simply cannot physically attach a probe
where needed for a measurement?
Increasingly, the answer lies in a technique known as virtual probing. Virtual
probing is a powerful signal-processing
tool that enables the user to measure
a signal anywhere within a system and
then project a response at any other
desired point. This feature works by
using S-parameter files of the various
components in the system to derive a
filter that relates the desired measured
signal to the acquired waveform.

›

Figure 2 | Teledyne LeCroy’s SDAIII-CompleteLinQ software comprises serial data analysis
tools, including eye diagrams, crosstalk analysis, and noise analysis.

channel (at the end of the backplane) can be simulated, thus eliminating probe and
instrument noise from the measurement. The derived filter takes into account all of
the interactions among the elements of the system and transmitter signal, including
differential to common-mode conversion and near-end and far-end crosstalk. Virtual
probing also de-embeds probe and fixture responses from measurements, thereby
improving the accuracy of signal-integrity measurements.
Serial-data analysis
Many military embedded systems employ multilane signaling, making serial-link analysis a very complex affair. At today’s data rates, engineers must have access to various
forms of signal analysis: eye diagrams, jitter, noise, and crosstalk. Anomalies in any
of these parameters can trash a serial stream at the receiver. All of these analyses are
difficult and time-consuming to perform without the proper toolset.
Fortunately, modern signal-analysis tools, when paired with a capable signal analyzer
or oscilloscope, are able to demystify these analyses and shed a spotlight on signal
defects on up to four lanes at once. An example of such tools is found in Teledyne
LeCroy’s SDAIII-CompleteLinQ software, which provides a complete set of serial data
analysis tools to form eye diagrams and decompose jitter into its component parts
(see Figure 2).
Jitter is the term applied to signals that do not arrive at their destination at the proper
time (whether early or late). The result of jitter is bit errors due to incorrect latching
of registers. While virtually impossible to design a high-speed serial channel that is
100 percent free of bit errors, such a toolset can help determine the source of jitter,
noise, and crosstalk. MES

For example, measurements can be
made where the cleanest signal is available, usually at the transmitter, and the
corrupted signal at the far end of the
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TEST AND
MEASUREMENT TRENDS

High-precision
multichannel PXIe
systems realize
more efficient
wind-tunnel testing
By Andre Hsieh
Simulation tests of aerodynamics
are conducted to improve the
physical designs of a variety of
products so as to enhance overall
safety, comfort, and performance.
The larger the object being tested,
the more complicated the test
will be. Test and measurement
solutions based on PXI Express (PXIe)
architecture can help to simplify and
speed up system installation.

Military aircraft are commonly put
through wind-tunnel testing to analyze
hardware and software response in
combat or other mission-related simulations. In the initial stage of a wind-tunnel
test, a scale model in miniature is often
used for simulation in a small laboratory,
with design improvements continually
made based on data acquired from the
tests. However, the airflow volume measured in a small wind-tunnel laboratory
is not enough to determine more subtle
changes in airflow behaviors; real-world
tests, at scale, in a large wind tunnel are
still required at the final testing stage.
For instance, testing a true scale model
of an aircraft requires a large number
of sensors mounted across the length
of the tested object in order to acquire
data related to critical components such
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as airfoils and engine, or to determine the disturbance of high-speed airflow caused
by various airfoil shapes. The increased number of sensors and extended test scale
add to the difficulty of achieving accurate test and measurement.
In the past, traditional test and measurement solutions used data loggers to acquire
data from sensors. Different kinds of sensors require different data loggers, however,
which increases the difficulty in achieving integrated data analysis and developing a
sensing network. PXI modular instrumentation platforms based on industry-standard
computer buses have become an alternate option for customers looking for more
flexibility and efficiency in their testing scenarios without incurring additional cost. A
highly efficient, precision test and measurement solution based on PXI Express (PXIe)
architecture – with multiple channels and fully integrated synchronization – can
connect with sensors for measuring different physical quantities and can help to simplify and speed up system installation.
Challenges in wind-tunnel testing
Complicated relationship between sensors and data loggers
Testing a large object to actual scale requires different types of sensors for measuring
correlations among surface pressure, airflow velocity, and vibration acceleration. Due
to the difficulty in integrating sensors of different types and brands, various data
loggers are used to continually acquire and record data from the s ensors according
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Traditional test and measurement solutions used

data loggers to acquire data from sensors. However, different
kinds of sensors require different data loggers…PXI modular
instrumentation platforms have become an alternate option
for customers looking for more flexibility and efficiency in their
testing scenarios without incurring additional cost.

”

to the system time set separately in each data logger. Users are required to install
electrical wiring for each data logger and additional signal wiring for drivers of each
sensor, adding steps that can be complex and time consuming.
Difficult data integration due to nonsynchronized triggers
Simultaneously triggering data loggers in the field is also challenging. A traditional solution is to connect the data loggers via the bus interface designated
www.mil-embedded.com
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for synchronization and provide an external clock reference. However, this setup
complicates signal wiring; moreover, loggers can be safely retrieved only when the
testing is over and data can be gathered and analyzed in a data center only during
periods when the system is operating and loggers are scheduled to log data.
Lack of unified system clock causes drifts in data precision
Another testing problem is maintaining accuracy and precision in measurement. In
a conventional test and measurement system, each data logger works on its own
system clock and acquires data regularly. However, users may find that the clock
settings of an individual data logger has nuances, which result in minor drifts in
data precision and then accumulate into greater inaccuracy over a longer measurement time. Theoretically, aerodynamic experiments require data capture of material
changes under surface pressure, airflow velocity, and vibration acceleration during

TEST AND MEASUREMENT TRENDS

exactly the same period of time; nonsynchronized data recording would forfeit their reference value for analysis.
High-efficiency, multichannel
PXIe systems meet requirements for
accurate wind-tunnel testing
Modular platform
PXIe is a modular electronic instrumentation platform designed to meet all the
previously mentioned challenges and
provide a more efficient solution for
building test and measurement equipment. ADLINK is just one of several
vendors to provide high quality PXIe
equipment for test and measurement
and is a sponsor member of the PXI
Systems Alliance (PXISA), an organization dedicated to progressing PXI specifications and supporting interoperability
testing to enable effective multivendor
solutions.
Supports cross-sensor data acquisition
Today’s PXIe dynamic signal acquisition
(DSA) modules can provide multiple
24-bit analog input channels of tight
synchronization in a single module.

All channels have independent signal
amplifiers and analog/digital converters to allow for simultaneous data
transfer between channels, enabling
these modules to support data acquisition from various sensors. Modules can
also include a high resolution and high
dynamic range suitable for recording
physical signals that require quantified
measurement from low frequency to
high frequency, such as vibration, pressure, and fluid volume.
Simplifies electrical wiring
PXIe platforms consider support for standards such as IEPE (Integral Electronic
Piezoelectric), which can apply – for
instance – in support for IEPE-compliant
sensing devices via analog input (AI)
channels. ADLINK’s PXIe-9529 DSA
module’s front-end circuit was designed
to provide power to activate connected
IEPE sensors; therefore, users can
employ interfaces to directly connect
sensing devices without the need for
additional wiring. This structure helps
to greatly reduce wiring complexity in
test/measurement instrumentation (see
Figure 1).
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reference clock provided by the chassis.
In this way, all boards and modules in
the system can acquire accurate, synchronized data in unified periods (see
Figure 2).

›

›

Figure 1 | PXIe-9529 dynamic signal acquisition (DSA) module x17 provides flexible
expansion to as many as 136 channels for data acquisition in a single chassis.

Figure 2 | The PLL built into DSA modules can switch time reference to the system clock
provided by the chassis, which enables test and measurement system designers to lock the
timing of all the boards and modules to the 10 MHz reference clock to provide synchronized
data in unified periods.

Reduce measurement inaccuracy with AC/DC coupling
AI channels in PXIe DSA modules are equipped with AC/DC coupling. Because
sensors provided by different manufacturers vary in their lengths of wiring, which may
produce input/output impedance mismatch with the connected module and cause
drifts in signal leveling, the use of AC coupling can help to reject DC signals resulting
from impedance mismatches and eliminate measurement inaccuracy.
Synchronization enabled by PXI Trigger structure
PXI and PXI Express chassis can provide a PXI Trigger bus on the backplane to allow
users to program the deployment of master/slave modules. When the master module
receives a trigger signal for data acquisition, it will immediately pass the signal to all
the slave modules in the chassis via the built-in trigger lines. All wires for synchronization are already built into the system, so users do not have to deploy additional wiring
or prepare for an external trigger signal source.
Unified system clocking
Again, a PXIe chassis includes a system clock to provide reference timing for PXIe
modules with phase-locked loop (PLL). This system-timing signal is precisely transferred to all PXIe module slot pins to serve as an external reference clock for certain data acquisition (DAQ) boards or high-speed digitizers designed with PLL.
The PLL built into DSA modules can switch time reference from an internal clock
to the system clock provided by the chassis, which allows test and measurement
system designers to lock the timing of all the boards and modules to the 10 MHz
www.mil-embedded.com

Real-time data processing
A PC-based test and measurement
system inherits the high-speed and highefficiency data transfer performance of
PCIe architectures, enabling real-time
data transmission to the control center
during the course of data acquisition
and simultaneous data storage to storage media, or even data transfers and
updates among databases of different
testing stations.
Conclusion
To implement precision wind-tunnel
test and measurement on a true scale),
large objects require the deployment
of high-density measurement points
and a variety of sensors for measuring
different physical quantities. More simplified wiring, more computing power
provided by high performance architecture – in this example, x86 architecture
– and excellent network connectivity are
key factors to reduce the time needed
for system installation and data analysis. PXIe systems are aimed at fulfilling
these requirements, so as to ensure the
accuracy of data acquired from different
sensors and provide precise test and
measurement results over an extended
length of time. MES
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Commercial
cloud security
in high-impact
deployments
By Chris Honaker
As sensitive resources are increasingly
migrated to the commercial cloud,
developers must address the systemmanagement needs of highly secure
environments.

Cloud computing is a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible
mechanism for enterprise IT service delivery for both the
public and private sectors. The Department of Defense (DoD) is
making great strides with its cloud computing strategy to accelerate IT delivery and innovation. This effort seeks to achieve
major cost savings in hosting sensitive data on efficiently managed commercial cloud environments. As such platforms are
being investigated, special attention must be given to security
within virtualized cloud environments that are supported by
vast amounts of extremely complex software.
In order to host government-owned data, Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs) must comply with a series of baseline standards under the Federal Risk and Authorization Management
Program (FedRAMP). A CSP must also comply with a stricter
set of security controls required by the DoD in order to appear
in the Defense Information System Agency’s (DISA) Enterprise
Cloud Service Broker (ECSB) catalog. Inclusion grants provisional acceptance at Impact Levels 1 and 2, which correspond
to low-risk unclassified public and unclassified private information. The Impact Levels assigned by DISA describe data as
low-, moderate-, or high-risk according to Federal Information
Process Standard Publication (FIPS) 199.
Higher-risk unclassified data and classified data, which occur
at Impact Levels 3-5 and 6 respectively, are where the bulk of
the cost savings for a commercial cloud migration would occur.
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There are currently no CSPs authorized for Impact Levels 3-5,
and no draft standards have been released for Impact Level 6.
The main concerns revolve around the fact that clouds are
inherently virtual, which means that they use software as
a solution. This fact is a key selling point for Software as a
Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) providers;
infrastructures can be brought up and torn down on demand.
However, the usual data and software security concerns still
apply. Commercial clouds are fundamentally multitenant, and
great care must be given to ensure data and computation separation among various cohabitating cloud customers. Data must
be protected while in motion and at rest, while monitoring provisions must be in place to ensure high availability and facilitate
event auditing.
Data separation
The largest obstacle in the way of migrating DoD infrastructure
to a commercial cloud has been the necessary assurance that
different data domains remain separated. Hypervisors are typically the first layer of software that runs on the cloud computing
platforms used to abstract software service dependencies from
physical hardware. This hardware abstraction is commonly
referred to as virtualization. While virtualization gives CSPs the
ability to seamlessly add, remove, and transfer services without
always having to make physical infrastructure changes, it also
increases the total amount of software complexity running in
www.mil-embedded.com
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Higher-risk unclassified data and

classified data, which occur at Impact

Levels 3-5 and 6 respectively, are where the
bulk of the cost savings for a commercial
cloud migration would occur.

”

cloud computing platforms and introduces threat vectors that
are commonly overlooked.
Isolation is the most important function of a hypervisor to
support secure computing clouds. In traditional information
systems, security is achieved by controlling and monitoring
the network traffic between computing nodes. Sustaining a
secure virtual computing environment also relies on controlling communication between computing nodes. However, on
a virtualized platform, controlling network traffic is insufficient.
There are many ways for guest operating systems to communicate with each other through means other than virtual network
interfaces. These other means of communication are referred
to as “side channels” and they arise from the utilization of the
shared resources on a virtualization platform such as the processor, memory, network, storage devices, and virtualization
subinterfaces.
www.mil-embedded.com

Figure 1 | When switching shared resource context to other
virtual machines on the same platform, strict control of memory
resources, CPU time, and devices are needed to prevent exposure
of residual instructions or data.

An ideal secure hypervisor prohibits all unauthorized forms
of communication between guest operating systems and the
hypervisor and explicitly controls the shared physical resources
on a hardware platform to mitigate side-channel exploitation.
Strictly controlling isolation of memory resources, CPU time,
and devices are all necessary to guarantee mitigation of channel
bypasses. Figure 1 depicts how residual instructions or data
from a virtual machine can be exposed when switching shared
resource context to other virtual machines on the same platform.
Data protection
One benefit of utilizing the cloud for storage is that data can
be replicated across data centers regionally and globally, which
is significant for both integrity and availability. However, the
transmission of data between data centers and from the originating host all occur across the public Internet. This leaves the
data open to confidentiality attacks while the data is in motion.
When storing data in the cloud, physical protection boundaries
are no longer within the organization and a degree of trust that
mechanisms are in place to protect the data must be extended
to the CSP. Unauthorized digital access to data storage facilities
and insider threats within the cloud provider are the primary
concerns with data at rest.
As the cloud is inherently virtual, there are no guarantees about
physical media; additionally, reliance upon protection of physical devices is not possible. Even if physical device presence can
be guaranteed, features such as Trusted Platform Modules provide a modicum of trust for a given software stack but cannot
protect the data itself from software vulnerabilities. Therefore,
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multiple forms of encryption using strong cryptography are
necessary. With data and services spreading across platforms
and physical locations, encryption mechanisms must be more
granular than the standard encryption methods commonly
used within organizations today, such as VPNs and encrypting
drives. Encrypting information flows not only provides data
separation, but also enforces confidentiality while data is in
transit. With layered encryption schemes for data in storage,
the information is protected from both infiltration and exfiltration attacks. By combining these encryption mechanisms with
a robust key-management scheme that is physically protected
within the organization, the necessary assurances for data confidentiality can be maintained.
Data monitoring
System management principles such as monitoring and
auditing are just as important in the cloud extensions of the
organization. Having the ability to monitor and quickly respond
to real-time events is not only important to the user, but also to
the cloud provider.
The multitenant structure of a consumer cloud means that
virtual software instances must coexist and not interfere
with each other, not only with the application resources but
also within the virtual infrastructure. The best way to ensure
that software resources are not disruptive is with low-level
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Figure 2 | Low-level continuous monitoring of interactions –
together with provisioning data guards when necessary – can
ensure that virtual software instances coexist and do not disrupt
the entire virtual infrastructure.

continuous monitoring of interactions, together with provisioning data guards where necessary (see Figure 2).
By monitoring the interaction at a level lower than the nodes
being monitored, appropriate actions can be taken in real-time.
These actions can include ensuring availability by restarting
resources that have unexpectedly gone down, or halting during
catastrophic events like the detection of software tampering.
The ability to audit these events is also beneficial for forensic
analysis and future prevention.
The DoD can realize enormous budget savings from infrastructure, personnel, power, and physical space by migrating
resources to the commercial cloud. As higher Impact Level
architectures are reviewed – either for hybrid deployment with
milCloud (DISA’s private cloud service portfolio) or a full-scale
deployment to a CSP – the architecture must ensure strict data
separation policies, utilize strong and granular cryptographic
schemes, and provide for real-time and reactive monitoring and
audit capabilities. LynxSecure, the Separation Kernel Hypervisor
from Lynx Software Technologies, provides a strong foundation for ensuring that software policies are strictly enforced,
including resource partitioning, scheduling, and data information flows. Its built-in continuous monitoring and audit capabilities addresses the system management needs necessary for
secure environments. MES
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The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is
beginning to open the national airspace to unmanned
aerial systems (UASs). The UAS commercial market is
expected to dwarf what is already a multi-billion dollar
military marketplace for UAS technology. However,
before that happens rules and regulations need to
be defined and met to ensure unmanned aircraft can
operate safely in the same airspace with passenger jets.
Unmanned military platforms have not been required
to meet safety certification standards such as DO-178B
& C, but will need to before they can enter the national
airspace unaccompanied. This webcast of industry
experts will discuss the challenges with meeting safety
standards in unmanned aircraft and solutions for
navigating safety certification effectively.
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OpenSystems Media works with industry leaders to develop
and publish content that educates our readers.
The benefits of integrated video
management
By Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
Today’s advanced video management systems (VMS) solutions
are built from a wide mix of video switches, displays, mission
computers, and recorder offerings. When these components
are sourced from a mix of heterogeneous vendors, the VMS
integration process can quickly become complex. A better
approach, one that maximizes operator usability and system
flexibility while ensuring optimal interoperability, is provided
by a fully integrated VMS. Even better, an integrated VMS
offers the headroom for expansion needed to support future
technology upgrades without locking you into a one-off solution.
Link: http://mil-embedded.com/white-papers/white-paper-benefits-integrated-video-management/

Check out our white papers.
http://whitepapers.opensystemsmedia.com/
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Editor’s Choice Products
Briefcase receiver
Engineers at Integrated Microwave Technologies, LLC (IMT), took a COFDM (DVB-T-compliant)
diversity receiver/monitor and integrated it into a rugged Briefcase Receiver (BCRx). The
IP66-rated briefcase provides RF performance and H.264 high-profile with MPEG-2 decoding.
The BCRx ensures reception of COFDM-modulated microwave transmissions via maximal-ratio
combining technology that leverages its integrated dual antennas to identify and quickly switch
over to the best signal received at each point in time. It also contains an AES decryption circuit
and a built-in MPEG-4/MPEG-2 decoder, and can receive either HD or SD video transmissions
to display them on a built-in liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor.
The system also can stream the video to remote computers using its UDP/RTP or RTSP protocols,
as it features a 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN interface. This enables received video to be viewed
remotely using MPEG-4/MPEG-2 decoder software on a standard personal computer. There are
two LCDs integrated into the BCRx: a 10.1-inch, 16:9-format, high-resolution LCD screen for viewing the received video, and
a 5-inch touch-LCD for receiver control. Both displays feature user-configurable brightness controls, enabling nighttime or
daylight viewing. IMT’s BCRx also includes 500 GB of built-in, non-removable solid-state storage and field-replaceable battery
packs that enable a minimum of three hours of runtime between charges. It can also be plugged into a vehicle’s 12V power
outlet or a standalone 120/240VAC power supply.
Integrated Microwave Technologies, LLC • www.imt-government.com • www.mil-embedded.com/p9918996

Heterogeneous computing platform
Engineers at Ecrin Systems are merging the Dual-Core i7 Haswell with the new
Radeon E8860 GPGPU to create a heterogeneous computing platform that can provide
as much as 768 GFLOPS for only 80 W of power. The product, ONYX, is used in C4ISR,
search & rescue, situational awareness, payload management, turret computers, fire
units, and other military applications. Its temperature range is -40° C to +71° C. Via its
heterogeneous system computing framework, ONYX also offers an optimized SWaP-C
tracker support for harsh environments. Its libraries include analog/digital video
captures, image stabilization, and human/vehicle target detection and tracking.
The device provides a gain of as much as 25 percent in the development time, using
an Open CL abstraction with only one language usage. It also has optimized libraries
for ONYX. The GPU code is provided as libraries and not dynamically compiled. The Ecrin device features 2x HD-SDI digital
video inputs for high-range electro-optical sensors, as many as four PAL/NTSC captures for legacy IR cameras, as many as
three DVI, HD-SDI independent graphics outputs, and a larger, removable solid state drive. The device has H.264/AVC video
streaming capability as well. Ecrin engineers are working with ONERA French Aerospace Lab to enable ONYX to work with
augmented reality; metadata capture and injection; super-resolution; image fusion; atmospheric disturbances; and trajectory
prediction. The device is International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) free.
Ecrin Systems • www.ecrin.com • www.mil-embedded.com/p9919001

OpenVPX 40-gigabit switch fabric module
With the sensor chain in mind, engineers at Mercury Systems in Chelmsford, Mass.,
designed the Ensemble SFM6104 Switch Fabric Module with enhanced InfiniBand and
40 Gigabit Ethernet capability. Users can create a sensor signal processing and data
center system in a rugged OpenVPX format by leveraging the Intel Xeon server-class
processing modules and SFM6104-enabled InfiniBand and Ethernet switch fabrics.
The native Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) and PCI Express Gen 3 wideband capability
is continued beyond the processor module to the switch fabric. It simplifies system
complexity by reducing the need for an external control plane switch and cabling.
The SFM6104 uses Mellanox’s latest SwitchX-2 technology to perform switch fabric bridging. The SFM6104 can be
integrated with other building blocks designed by Mercury’s Services and Systems Integration (SSI) group to create sensor
processing subsystems. The new module supports either SDR/DDR/QDR/FDR-10 InfiniBand or 10/40 Gigabit Ethernet across
the data plane and Gigabit Ethernet on the control plane. The SFM6104 conforms to VITA 65 (OpenVPX). It has switching for
as many as 18 payloads. It comes in air-cooled, rugged conduction-cooled, and Air Flow-By OpenVPX packaging variants.
Mercury Systems • www.mrcy.com • www.mil-embedded.com/p9916996
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Lead-free TTP Controller for data buses
TTTech experts have developed a lead-free version of the company’s high-speed
communication TTP Controller for data buses with speeds of as fast as 25 Mbitps.
This next ASIC version has performed intensive physical tests such as liquid-to-liquid.
For these tests, the TTP Controller was placed into liquid thermal shock chambers,
consisting of separately controlled hot and cold baths, resulting in immediate product
temperature changes. All of the company’s tested TTP Controllers remained fully
operational during the test.
The integrated device implements features and functions described in the
SAE AS6003 standard. TTTech officials say the device is International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR) free and meets DO-178B DAL A and DO-254 DAL A. The TTP Controller was designed using the
DO-254-compliant C2NF chip IP model. It has been used and certified in various modular and distributed control systems,
including the Boeing 787 Dreamliner and the Airbus A380. It has also been applied in the engine control of the Lockheed
Martin F-16 and the Aermacchi M-346. The next generation of the TTP Controller completed testing this spring.
TTTech • www.tttech.com • www.mil-embedded.com/p9918998

1 KW power supply
Excelsys Technologies experts developed a PowerPac model in the
company’s XF series ruggedized modular power supplies. The new model,
the XFN, provides 1000 W at -40° C and comes in a 1U package that is
conformally coated and meets shock and vibration to MIL-STD-810G levels.
The model carries full safety agency approvals including UL 606950 and is
EMC characterized to MIL-STD-461F.
Other standard features include 47-440Hz input frequency, 1.5V to
58V standard output voltages, and individual output control. All outputs
are fully floating, enabling series/parallel connection of all multiple
outputs for non-standard voltages or higher output current. All models
in the XF series feature over voltage, over temperature, and over current protection, bring a 5V/250mA bias standby
voltage, individual output control of every output module, a five-year warranty, and are SEMI F47 compliant for use in the
semiconductor manufacturing industry. The default AC input connector is IEC, however Xgen can also be supplied with
a three-wire input cable. When the load is remote from the power supply, the remote sense pins may be used to compensate
for dynamic impedance effects caused by the power cabling. Typical applications for XF products include test and
measurement, radar (fixed, mobile, and naval), and communications.
Excelsys Technologies • www.excelsys.com • www.mil-embedded.com/p9919003

High data rate Ethernet cables
Aerospace and military designers are demanding higher data rates in lighter
packages, so engineers at W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc., developed the GORE Ethernet
cables. They use the cable jacket material found in GORE 1394b FireWire and are
designed modern airborne digital networks. Higher data rate systems require greater
attention to all electrical parameters, such as impedance control, attenuation, crosstalk,
and EMI. This CAT-6A cable supports TIA-568 applications as fast as 10 gigabits while
increasing signal density with reduced cable diameter. The products are available in two
standard sizes – 24 AWG and 26 AWG. These cables meet the performance requirements
of ANSI/NEMA WC 27500 Standard for Aerospace and Industrial Electrical Cable, Type 24.
The Ethernet cables reduce weight while maintaining reliable signal integrity. Jacket weight is reduced by as much as
37 percent when compared to ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) materials and 50 percent when compared to fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP). GORE cables such as the 1394b FireWire cables have been used for data links on Lockheed Martin’s
F-35 program to enable data transfer while reducing platform weight. Typical applications for GORE Ethernet cables include:
avionics networks, digital video systems, cabin management systems, flight management systems, Ethernet backbone, and
in-flight entertainment systems. .
W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. • www.gore.com/electronics • www.mil-embedded.com/p9919000
www.mil-embedded.com
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The Salute Military Golf Association (SMGA)
Each month in this section the editorial staff of Military Embedded Systems will highlight a
different charity that benefits military veterans and their families. We are honored to cover
the technology that protects those who protect us every day and to back that up, our parent company – OpenSystems Media – will
make a donation to each charity we showcase on this page. This month we focus on the Salute Military Golf Association (SMGA).
SMGA’s mission is to provide rehabilitative golf experiences and family-inclusive golf opportunities for post-9/11 wounded war
veterans in an effort to improve their quality of life. Eligible veterans include those wounded or injured in post-9/11 military operations, including those with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and/or traumatic brain injury (TBI).
SMGA was co-founded by former PGA Tour player Jim Estes and his childhood friend Jamie Winslow in late 2006. They witnessed
first-hand how the game of golf helped wounded warriors recover from their physical and emotional wounds. SMGA began with
the purpose of creating a therapeutic outlet for post-9/11 veterans undergoing prolonged medical treatment at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center and Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland.
Several trips made by patients from Walter Reed Army Medical Center to Olney Golf Park, where Estes is a PGA Teaching
Professional, eventually evolved into a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation aimed at supporting post-9/11 wounded warriors,
according to the website.
Many of these guys are 18 or 19 years old and have lost arms, legs, even parts of their brain, but are still willing to try
something as new and complicated as golf, said Estes in a CBS Sports video on the SMGA website. To view the video, visit
http://bit.ly/1tW6Wfp.
To date SMGA has given more than 2,000 private lessons to post-9/11 wounded and injured veterans and provided more than
800 sets of individually fitted clubs to wounded warriors. The organization also hosts more than 80 golf clinics each year and
operates at nine affiliates/chapters nationwide.
For information on how to donate or partner with SMGA, visit www.golfsalute.org.

E-CAST

WHITE PAPER

Reducing SWaP in embedded systems
with small form factor designs

Computer system design for
critical applications

Presented by Curtiss-Wright, Ecrin Systems,
GE Intelligent Platforms, and TE Connectivity

By Sealevel Systems, Inc.

Smaller, compact electronics are being required more and more
for vetronics, avionics, unmanned system payloads, missile systems, command and control systems, radios, and other military
applications. Mostly because modern processing technology
enables system designers to replace legacy systems with as
much as 10 times the performance in the same size footprint.
While reductions in size, weight, and power (SWaP) create performance enhancements they also create unique challenges in
thermal management of high-powered processors, packaging,
and other areas. Industry organizations such as VITA and PICMG
are developing small form factor (SFF) standards to meet these
requirements at the board and system level, but expensive customization may still be necessary if the standards don’t meet
the requirements. This e-cast of industry experts discusses the
reduced SWaP challenges, SFF standards, and more.
Register for the free, on-demand e-cast:
http://ecast.opensystemsmedia.com/481
View upcoming e-casts:
http://opensystemsmedia.com/events/e-cast/schedule
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“Industrial computer” is a widely used
term that unfortunately can be quite
ambiguous, often applied to computers
that have little real advantage over
commercial PCs but may outwardly appear rugged. Before
you select a vendor for your next industrial computer design,
carefully consider the factors that affect system performance,
reliability, and longevity. A heavy metal enclosure may look
the part, but without careful attention to the details described
in this white paper, a system will not live up to the description industrial. Paying special attention to heat management,
component selection, testing, and other factors described in
this white paper will greatly increase the success of your next
project.
Read the white paper: http://mil-embedded.com/white-papers/
white-system-design-critical-applications/
More white papers:
http://whitepapers.opensystemsmedia.com/
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GE
Intelligent Platforms

GE: bringing the Internet
of Things to the battlefield
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Just like the Internet of the future, the battlefield of the
future will see huge amounts of data collected, processed
and distributed and turned into valuable, actionable information
in real time. Smart machines will communicate with other smart machines.
The result? Everyone becomes more empowered – and more effective.
To turn that into a reality takes more than just products. It takes the resources,
expertise and experience of the world’s largest companies.
GE is already leading the development of the Internet of Things. That’s why, at GE, it’s no
longer the battlefield of the future. It’s the battlefield of today.
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Critical Recording in Any Arena
When You Can’t Afford to Miss a Beat!

®

Introducing Pentek’s expanded line of Talon COTS,
rugged, portable and lab-based recorders. Built to
capture wideband SIGINT, radar and communication
signals right out-of-the-box:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analog RF/IF, 10 GbE, LVDS, sFPDP solutions
Real-time sustained recording to 4 GB/sec
Recording and playback operation
Analog signal bandwidths to 1.6 GHz
Shock and vibration resistant Solid State Drives
GPS time and position stamping
®
Hot-swappable storage to Windows NTFS RAIDs
Remote operation & multi-system synchronization
®
SystemFlow API & GUI with Signal Analyzer
Complete documentation & lifetime support

Pentek’s rugged turn-key recorders are built and
tested for fast, reliable and secure operation in your
environment.
Call 201-818-5900 or go to
www.pentek.com/go/mestalon
for your FREE High-Speed
Recording Systems Handbook
and Talon Recording Systems
Catalog.

Pentek, Inc., One Park Way, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 • Phone: 201.818.5900 • Fax: 201.818.5904 • e-mail:info@pentek.com • www.pentek.com
Worldwide Distribution & Support, Copyright © 2013 Pentek, Inc. Pentek, Talon and SystemFlow are trademarks of Pentek, Inc. Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.

